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Specific determination/monitoring of trace mercury ions (Hg21) in environmental water is of significant
importance for drinking safety. Complementarily to conventional inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry and atomic emission/absorption spectroscopy, several methods, i.e., electrochemical,
fluorescent, colorimetric, and surface enhanced Raman scattering approaches, have been developed
recently. Despite great success, many inevitably encounter the interferences from other metal ions besides
the complicated procedures and sophisticated equipments. Here we present a molecular-gap device for
specific determination of trace Hg21 in both standardized solutions and environmental samples based on
conductivity-modulated glutathione dimer. Through a self-assembling technique, a thin film of glutathione
monolayer capped Au nanoparticles is introduced into 2.5 mm-gap-electrodes, forming numerous double
molecular layer gaps. Notably, the fabricated molecular-gap device shows a specific response toward Hg21

with a low detection limit actually measured down to 1 nM. Theoretical calculations demonstrate that the
specific sensing mechanism greatly depends on the electron transport ability of glutathione dimer bridged
by heavy metal ions, which is determined by its frontier molecular orbital, not the binding energy.

N
anogap devices for electrical sensing have become a busy area of research which is continually expanding.
The most intriguing feature of the devices is that they can directly transduce events of the molecules’
specific binding into useful electrical signals, such as resistance/impedance, capacitance/dielectric, or

field effect1,2. Of particular interest is the nanogapped gold particle film based on interdigital gold electrodes3–11.
Some impressive works can be tracked back to studies conducted by Nagaoka, Murray and their colleagues.
Nagaoka et al. demonstrated a molecular electronic device with an electrode spacing accuracy of a few nanometers
(ca. 1.3 nm) by depositing dithiol-linked nanoparticles over the gap of the microelectrode. The sensing property
was intimately involved in measuring the amount of nanoparticle building blocks of the nanogapped array on the
microelectrode gap12–16. Murray et al. found that films of monolayer protected Au clusters with mixed alka-
nethiolate and ö-carboxylate alkanethiolate monolayers, linked together in a network polymer by carboxylate-
Cu21-carboxylate bridges, exhibit electronic conductivities that vary with both the numbers of methylene
segments in the ligands and the bathing medium (N2, liquid or vapor)17–20. Very recently, we have demonstrated
that such kind of nanogap device can be also designed as a streptvavidin biosensor21. By introducing b-cyclodex-
trin onto gold nanogapped electrodes’ surfaces, it is further found that polychlorinated biphenyls can be detected
based on specific inhibition of charge transport22. Despite these considerable progresses, a fundamental problem,
the intrinsic electron transport feature of the nanogaps after being filled, still presents a significant experimental
and theoretical challenge23, which is very important for understanding the mechanism in sensing process.

As for one of the water pollutants, heavy metal ion, Hg21, has been receiving great attention because they are
extremely harmful in the biosphere and even its trace amounts pose a detrimental risk to human health24,25.
Therefore, sensitive and selective detection of this toxic metal ion is of significant importance in the envir-
onmental water. So far, various commonly used analytical methods, including cold-vapor atomic absorption
spectroscopy, cold-vapor atomic fluorescence spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry and
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry, can be employed for sensitive, selective determina-
tion of Hg21 26–29. However, these traditional central-laboratory measurements require expensive, sophisticated
instruments, high operating costs and complicated sample-preparation processes, which are time consuming and
unsuitable for routine in-field monitoring of a large number of samples. Also, samples may change during their
collection, so efforts are ongoing to design rapid and inexpensive methods for the detection of Hg21. Currently,
methods, such as colorimetry, fluorimetry and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)30–34, have been
developed to allow miniaturization and field applications. Imperfectly, these still exhibit some features that limit
their practical use, such as cross-sensitivity toward other metal ions and the sophistication needed to synthesize
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probe materials. By comparison, electrochemical techniques are
potentially most promising for determination of Hg21 in the field,
due to their high sensitivity and selectivity, rapid analysis time,
impressive cost effectiveness and miniaturization29,35–40, but they
generally struggle with the ability of anti-interference.

Here we report a molecular-gap device by introducing glutathione
(GSH) monolayer functionalized Au nanoparticles into a micro-
gapped electrode and its application for electrical determination of
toxic heavy metal ions. Although many other metal ions, such as
Zn21, Cd21, Pb21, etc, could interact with a terminal carboxylic acid
functional group of GSH, we find that such a molecular-gap device
show an excellent specifity towards Hg21. The limit of detection
(LOD) actually reaches about 1 nM. Theoretical calculations reveal
that their frontier molecular orbitals of the formed glutathione dimer
bridged by heavy metal ions between Au nanoparticles are respons-
ible for the electron transfer of such a molecular-gap device.

Results
Fig. 1 briefly illustrates the experimental set-up for a molecular gap
device. Firstly, as-synthesized Au nanoparticles (NPs) were functio-
nalized with GSH monolayer. As Au NPs can interact with thiol
groups through forming Au-S bonds on their surface, glutathione
(GSH) with a thiol group (-SH) has been easily modified on the
surface of Au NPs. It leads to the formation of Au@GSH nanopar-
ticles, meaning that the surface of Au NPs is capped with a molecular
layer of GSH and expose with carboxylic acid groups. Subsequently,
Au@GSH NPs were self-assembled on SiO2/Si substrate with an
interdigital microelectrode, forming a sensing thin film consisted
of numerous molecular-gaps. Accompanied with the introduction
of heavy metal ions, these molecular-gaps were bridged by the com-
plex formation of metal ions with two terminal carboxylic acid
groups of GSH. Under a weak bias voltage, the current of the fabri-
cated device is thus expected to be greatly changed. The sensing is
based on conductivity-modulated glutathione dimer. That is, when
the metal ions are trapped, the electron transport can be modulated
in the transport channel. Thus, by monitoring the increase in current,
it is possible to detect the specific binding of metal ions to terminal
carboxylic groups of GSH.

Au NPs were prepared using a typical approach described else-
where41. From its UV-visible absorbance spectrum, the adsorption
peak is located at about 519.5 nm, indicating that the size of
as-prepared Au NPs is about 20 nm (Supplementary Fig. S1a). It

can be further demonstrated from a SEM image (Inset, Supple-
mentary Fig. S1a). After being incubated in the aqueous solution
containing GSH (0.025 mM) for 24 h, Au NPs were densely covered
with GSH molecules. The formation of Au@GSH NPs (GSH modi-
fied Au NPs) is easily demonstrated by the appearance of specific
bands in the infrared absorbance spectroscopy (Supplementary Fig.
S1b). Some vibration peaks corresponding to specific groups of GSH,
such as –NH, –COOH and –C5O, are clearly seen, even the emer-
gence of the clear vibration peak of Au-S. It is concluded that the
Au@GSH NPs is terminated with carboxylic acid groups. Moreover,
XPS spectra also support that Au NPs are successfully decorated with
GSH. We can observe that N and S elements from GSH molecules
appear (Supplementary Fig. S1c). High-resolution XPS spectra
(Supplementary Fig. S1d) indicate that N1s and S 2p peaks are cen-
tered at 400 and 161.8 eV, respectively.

Fig. 2a and b show high magnified TEM images of bare Au NPs
and Au@GSH NPs, respectively. For bare Au NPs, evidently, their
surfaces are smooth without any modifiers. After modification of
GSH, the outer of Au NPs are covered with a thin layer marked by
red dash lines, which is be ascribed to a few of GSH molecules non-
specifically adsorbed their surface besides the GSH monolayer bind-
ing with Au NPs. Notably the thickness is about 1 , 2 nm,
approximately equaling to the scale of a GSH molecular. Fig. 2c
shows SEM image of Au@GSH NPs self-assembled between Au
interdigital microelectrodes with the separated distance of 2.5 mm.
It is seen that, with the complete evaporation of the solvent, Au@
GSH NPs spread and closely packed together, the micro-gap electro-
des are covered with a thin layer film consisted of numerous nano-
particles. From the magnified SEM image presented in Fig. 2d,
these nanoparticles seem to be separated by numerous gaps with
several nanometers. However, Au NPs are insulated by double
molecular layers owing the existence of monolayer of GSH on their
surfaces, which could be verified by the electrical measurements in
the following part. These observations directly demonstrate the
formation of molecular-gap between Au NPs through the mono-
layer of GSH on Au NPs surfaces. Additionally, it should be poin-
ted out that, owing to the hydrophilicity of carboxylic groups of
GSH exposed on the surface of Au NPs, poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) dithiol is used to cross-link the Au NPs and stabilize the
self-assembled film. From the optical photo shown in the inset of
Fig. 2c, the fabricated device is portable, which is much smaller in
comparison with a coin.

Figure 1 | Experimental set-up for molecular gap device. (a) Au NPs capped with glutathione monolayer; (b) Glutathione monolayer-capped Au NPs

self-assembled between microelectrodes (top) and two glutathione molecules bridged via metal ions complexed with carboxylic groups between two Au

NPs (bottom).
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Prior to the experiments of heavy metal ions sensing, the electrical
characteristics of the fabricated molecular-gap devices have been
firstly explored (Supplementary Fig. S2). As for the device assembled
with Au NPs without any modifications, a good linearity is seen in I-
V curve (Supplementary Fig. S2a). Obviously it still shows a good
conductive property (the current is at level of mA), which is well
agreement with previous reports4. However, the conductivity of the
device assembled with Au@GSH NPs greatly deceases (the current is
at a level of nA), which can be suggested the existence of molecule gap
(Supplementary Fig. S2c). This result can be ascribed to double
molecular layers of GSH, blocking the electron transport between
Au NPs. For bare Au NPs, this ‘‘block effect’’ doesn’t exist. Its res-
istance mainly arises from the impact contact of Au NPs with their
neighboring nanoparticles. Scheme of their electron transport can be
seen in Fig. S2b and d, respectively. Accordingly, the above electrical
characterization indirectly proves the formation of a GSH molecular
layer on the surface of Au NPs.

Since carboxylic acid group could interact with various metal
ions17, we wonder whether the conductivity of the Au@GSH NPs
film consisted numerous molecular-gaps is changed. Firstly, Zn21

and Hg21 are employed as examples. I-V curves are recorded before
and after binding with Zn21 and Hg21, as shown in Fig. 3a and b,
respectively. From Fig. 3a, after immersion in a 1 mM solution of
Zn21, the slop of I-V curve (red line) does not evidently increase in
contrast to the black line of blank, implying that the conductance of
the films is virtually unchanged. However, when being immersed
into a 1 mM solution of Hg21, it can be clearly observed that its
conductivity is remarkably increased, inferring from the I-V curve
(green line) shown in Fig. 3b. Enlightened by the above results, such a
molecular-gap device could be potentially used to the detection of
Hg21. Under a certain bias voltage, the real-time response curve
toward different concentration of Hg21 has been performed, as

depicted in Fig. 3c. From the inset, obvious sensing signal can be
seen when the concentration of Hg21 is down to 1 nM, indicating
that the fabricated molecular-gap device with a very low detection
limit actually measured. Relative to the blank, the flowing current
gradually increases with the incensement of its concentration. Up to
0.1 mM, it is greatly changed. In order to demonstrate the positive
sensing characteristics arised from GSH molecules, another film
assembled with bare Au NPs linked with PEG dithiol has further
been investigated. Different from the film consisted of bare Au NPs,
its resistivity is very larger similar with that of Au@GSH NPs. The
reason can be attributed that Au NPs is partly insulted by PEG dithiol
molecules to some extent. The real-time sensing curve toward dif-
ferent concentration of Hg21 is shown in Fig. S3 (Supplementary).
Clearly, no response has been observed when the concentration is
lower than 1 mM. Further increasing to 1 mM, a weak response can
be seen. However, it can be neglected, compared with that of Au@
GSH NPs film. It is suggested that the monolayer of GHS is very
critical for the sensing properties of the fabricated molecular-gap
device. Besides Hg21 and Zn21, other metal ions have also been
explored carefully (Supplementary Fig. S4). We find that the res-
ponses of the molecular-gap device toward all investigated metal ions
are not evident except for Hg21. Even at their high concentration of
1 mM, it still shows no response. Based on the comparison of the
sensitivity shown in Fig. 3d, it can be concluded that the fabricated
molecular-gap device exhibits a specific selectivity toward metal ions
and can be effectively employed for the determination of Hg21 in the
real water sample without any interferences from other metal ions.

To illuminate the specific sensing mechanism of such a molecular-
gap device, theoretical calculations have been further performed.
Generally, the selectivity of sensing devices mainly depends on the
formation of complex between the analyte and sensing materials. In
the following, the interaction between the carboxylic acid groups of

Figure 2 | Characterization. (a) High magnified TEM image of bare Au NPs. (b) High magnified TEM image of Au NPs capped with GSH (Au@GSH).

1–2 nm of GSH layer is clearly seen. (c) SEM image of two adjacent interdigital Au microelectrodes with self-assembled Au@GSH NPs, the inset

corresponds to optical photo of the fabricated molecular-gap device. (d) Magnified SEM image of Au@GSH NPs between the interdigital Au

microelectrodes.
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glutathiose part for GSH and metal ions (Zn21, Cd21, Hg21 and Pb21

as examples) have been representatively selected to perform the
theoretical calculations. Before binding with metal ions, GSH among
Au nanoparticles forms a dimer with hydrogen bonding. After being
incubated into the solution containing metal ions, terminal carb-
oxylic acid groups of GSH are linked with metal ions, leading to
the formation of a complex between two GSH molecules. All opti-
mized geometries and binding energy are shown in Fig. S5 and Table
S1 (Supplementary), respectively. Based on the binding energy, it can
be found that GSH easily binds with the investigated heavy metal
ions such as Zn21, Cd21, Hg21 and Pb21. Furthermore, their binding
energy follows the turn of Zn21 . Cd21 < Hg21 . Pb21, which is not
consistent with the selectivity of the molecular-gap device to Hg21. It
means that GSH binding with metal ions is only necessary to realize
the conductivity change of molecular-gap device, not sufficient.
Furthermore, As31 has also been explored. Concerning to colorimet-
ric selective detection of As31 by GSH modified Au NPs, Ray et al.
reported that each As31 can bind with three GSH molecules via an
As-O linkage, leading to the aggregation of Au NPs42. In fact, As31

exists with As(OH)3 in neutral solution. Here, similar with GSH
binding with Zn21, Cd21, Hg21 and Pb21, two GSH molecules have
been employed to complex with As(OH)3, leading to the loss of two
H2O molecules (Optimized geometry seen in the supplementary
information). However, the calculated results indicate that the above
process is endothermic reaction, implying that it is less favorable for
GSH binding with As31 in thermodynamics in contrast to other
metal ions.

According to previous reports about the electron transport of
molecular junction, the conductivity of molecular mainly depends

on its frontier orbital23,43–46. Initiate from this view, frontier orbital of
GSH dimer and its complexes with metal ions have been further
investigated. The energies of their highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are
listed in Table S2 (More details can be seen in the Supplementary
Information). The energy gap between of them is described in Fig. 4a.
For the GSH dimer, its energy gap is about 6.17 eV. Once combined
with metal ions, their energy gaps are changed. Bridged by Zn21, it
deceases to 5.76 eV. Similar effects can be seen with the binding of
Cd21, Hg21 and Pb21. It is about 4.89 eV for Cd21 and 3.86 eV for
Hg21, indicating that the energy gap gradually decreases from top to
bottom along the same group. However, linked by Pb21, it is about
5.29 eV larger than that of the complex bridged by the same periodic
Hg21. From the Fig. 4b, it can be found that the HOMO orbitals are
always located, which is closed to the connected Au NPs for GSH
dimer before and after binding with heavy metal ions. For the LUMO
orbital, it is mostly centered and separated at the centre of its dimer
before binding. However, after binding it mainly focused on metal
atoms. To realize the electron flowing between two Au NPs, the
electrons should be injected from the HOMO into the LUMO.
Combined with the analysis of HOMO and LUMO for GSH dimer
and their complexes, possible specific sensing mechanism has been
offered in the following. The electron transport process is illustrated
in Fig. 5, which shows an idealized band diagram. The energy (Ea) at
which the majority of tunneling occurs is above the Fermi energy (Ef)
but below the LUMO. Under a given applied bias voltage, the elec-
tron transport between Au NPs mainly depends on the thermally
assisted tunneling effect for the model a, in which the LUMO
(20.41 eV) of GSH dimer between Au NPs will be higher than Ea

Figure 3 | Typical I-V plots and sensitivity and specifity toward Hg21 by fabricated molecular gap device. (a–b) I-V curves for molecular gap

devices before and after exposure to Zn21 (1 mM) and Hg21 (1 mM), respectively. The conductance is virtually unchanged after immersion in

1 mM solution of Zn21, and results in a marked change in a 1 mM solution of Hg21. (c) Real-time sensing curve under different concentration of

Hg21 for the molecular-gap device under a bias voltage of 0.1 V. (d) Specifity of the fabricated molecular-gap device. The concentration of all investigated

metal ions is 1 mM; Rb and Ra are the resistance of the device before and after immersion, respectively.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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without binding with metal ions. After binding with Zn21, Cd21 and
Pb21, their energies of LUMO are decreased to 20.76, 21.62 and
21.22 eV, respectively. Maybe they are still higher than Ea, as shown
in the model b. However, for Hg21 it is down to 22.65 eV, which may
be close or lower than Ea. Furthermore, the energy gap of HOMO and
LUMO is down to 3.86 eV, which is greatly lower than those of GSH
dimer binding with other metal ions. Accordingly, electrons should
be easily injected from the HOMO into the LUMO, leading to the
enhancement of electron transport in the model c.

Discussion
Compared with previous works on the detection of mercury ions
using typical electrochemical, fluorescent, colorimetric and surface
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) methods30–37, the fabricated
molecular-gap device realizes a specific sensing performance with a
detection limit actually measured down to 1 nM and will not be
interfered by other metal ions even at a high concentration

(1 mM). Hence it can be used to determine mercury ions in the
complicated background of real water sample without any chemical
pretreatments. Additionally, its repeatability has also been demon-
strated through independently fabricating many devices with a good
sensing performance toward Hg21. However, owing to a strong affin-
ity of Hg21 with carboxylic acid groups of GSH, the reusability of the
fabricated device is limited. Accordingly, to realize its reusability, it is
a possible route to employ other organic ligands with a stronger
affinity to displace Hg21 from GSH. Further work is undergoing.
Theoretical calculations indicate that the sensing performance does
not correlate with the calculated binding energies of metal ions with
glutathione dimer, only depend on the DE of their HOMO/LUMO
gap, which is involved in electron transport. Based on the inherent
characteristics of electron transport for the complex between GSH
dimer and metal ions, specific sensing to mercury ions from envir-
onmental water is possible, indicating the high potential of this meth-
odology in environmental monitoring and various chemical sensing.

Figure 4 | Comparative studies of the energies of the molecular orbitals of the complexes. (a) HOMO and LUMO energy gap of GSH dimer and

complexes of GSH dimer bridged by Zn21, Cd21, Hg21 and Pb21. (b) HOMO and LUMO. The case before capture of cations (marked by GSH-GSH) was

included for comparison.

Figure 5 | Idealized band diagram for fabricated molecular-gap device linked with cations including Hg21. (a) The flat band condition, where Ef

is the Fermi energy of the Au NPs in relation to the HOMO-LUMO levels of the complex; Ea is the energy at some level above the Fermi level in which

thermally assisted tunneling occurs. (b–c) The cases for varies of cations with an applied voltage across the junction. Panels a and b show that the charge

transport can be inhibited.
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In conclusion, a molecular-gap device has been demonstrated
through assembling with Au@GSH NPs between interdigital
microelectrodes. Based on the special structure of GSH, the fabri-
cated nanodevice shows a specific response towards Hg21. The lowest
detectable concentration actually measured is 1 nM. Theoretical cal-
culations reveal that the conductance between Au nanoparticles iso-
lated by GSH does not correlate with the charge of metal ions and the
calculated binding energy of the complexation of the cations by Au@
GSH NPs. It greatly depends on the energy gap between LUMO and
HOMO for the complex, which forms via a bridge connection
between metal ion and carboxylic groups of two GSHs. This finding
will expectedly mark a new route to develop future environmental
sensors with the sensing specificity. With further striving, it should
be possible to extend the applicability for the present molecular-gap
devices to other sensing systems whose properties derive from
molecular specific recognition on NP surfaces in a solid state.

Methods
Preparation of glutathione monolayer capped Au nanoparticles. Au nanoparticles
were synthesized following Fren’s method41. Briefly, the mixture solution of 99 ml
H2O and 1 ml HAuCl4 (1%) is uniform under stirring, then heated to be boiling.
Afterwards, 6 ml trisodium citrate (1%) was added immediately. After 30 min under
refluxing and naturally cooled to room temperature, the solution containing Au
nanoparticles was obtained. In order to functionalize Au nanoparticles, glutathione
(0.025 mM) was added into the above solution with stirring for 1 h and subsequently
immobilized for 24 h without disturbance. Then Au nanoparticles are capped with
monolayer of glutathione.

Fabrication of molecular-gap devices and sensing measurements. In order to
fabricate the molecular-gap device, GSH monolayer-capped Au nanoparticles were
self-assembled on the interdigital Au microelectrodes with 2.5 mm of the separated
distance, which was constructed using electron beam lithography on Si wafer with a
1 mm coating of SiO2. With the complete evaporation of solvents, GSH monolayer
functionalized Au nanoparticles were closely packed together, forming a thin layer
film. Owing to the hydrophilicity of carboxylic groups exposed on the Au
nanoparticles, as-fabricated thin film is not stable. To prevent its re-dissolution on
exposure to solvent, the film was reinforced by cross-linking the Au nanoparticles
with PEG dithiol. Subsequently, the film was washed with an excess of ethanol and
water, dried under a stream of N2. Then, in order to assure the stability of the
fabricated device during the working process, it was fixed on a small PC board and
sealed with AB glue exposing with the working area.

A Keithley 6487 picoameter/voltage sourcemeter was employed to serve as both
voltage source and current reader. The fabricated devices were subsequently
immersed in the solutions of metal ions with concentrations ranging from 1 nM to
1 mM. The mercury detection experiment was performed by diluting Hg21

(Hg(NO3)2 Sigma Aldrich). Actually fraction of the Hg21 ions with respect to the
other components (Hg(NO3)2, (HgNO3)1 and its hydrolytic species) in aqueous
solution varies depending on the ionization equilibrium47, which was neglected in this
case. Similar process has also been employed to prepare the solution of other metal
ions. After immersion, the devices were washed with amounts of water to remove
excess salt and were then completely dried under a flow of nitrogen. All subsequent
electrical measurements and sensing performances were performed in a closed glass
chamber at room temperature under dry air.

Characterization. The scanning electron microscopy SEM images were taken by a
FEI Quanta 200 FEG field emission scanning electron microscope. The TEM and
HRTEM images analyses were carried out on a JEM-2010 microscope. The infrared
(IR) spectra were obtained with a Nicolet Nexus-670 FT-IR spectrometer. X-Ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses of the samples were conducted on a VG
ESCALAB MKII spectrometer using an Mg Ka X-ray source (1253.6 eV, 120 W) at a
constant analyzer. The energy scale was internally calibrated by referencing the
binding energy (Eb) of the C 1s peak at 284.60 eV for contaminated carbon.
Furthermore, UV–visible absorbance spectrum was also measured with a UNIC UV-
4802 spectrometer.

Theoretical calculations. To illuminate the specific sensing mechanism at the level of
molecular understanding, theoretical calculations were performed with the Gaussian
03 software package48. The hybrid density functional method, including Beck’s three
parameters nonlocal–exchange functional with the correlation functional of Lee–
Yang–Parr (B3LYP)49,50, was employed with LANL2DZ51–53 pseudopotential for metal
atoms and a standard all–electron split–valence basis set 6–31G* for other atoms (C,
H, N, O and S). All molecular geometry optimization were carried without geometry
or symmetry constraints. The minima at potential energy surface corresponding to
each structure have been assured by performing calculations on vibrational
frequencies. The values of binding energy, DE, indicated the stability of two GSH
molecules bridged by a metal ion. For systems under consideration, it is defined as the
following equation: DE 5 EComplex 2 (2EGSH 1 EM), where EComplex is the energy of
complexes, EGSH is the energy of GSH anion corresponding to the removal of

hydrogen of carboxylic group for its glutathiose part, and EM is the energy of metal
ions. The energies reported have been corrected by inclusion of zero-point energies
(ZPE), unless otherwise specified explicitly.
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